


Please check the numbers on the map. They will help you find 
the place or contact person you are looking for as quickly as 
possible.

	�Main entrance: 
visitor parking and reception

	� Entrance on Schielestraße:  
visitor parking and exhibits pick-up   

	� Entrance on Riederhofstraße: 
spare parts pick-up 

	� Incoming goods, south entrance on Riederhofstraße: 
incoming goods
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WELCOME TO SAMSON



The parking spaces highlighted in blue on the map are reserved 
for visitors. After parking, please register at the reception (main 
entrance) or at the entrance on Schielestraße. 

	�Access from Weismüllerstraße   
Entrances to the visitor parking spaces are on the right-hand 
side of the street in front of and behind the main entrance.

	�Access from Schielestraße 
The visitor parking area 
is located on site.

H/B = 210 / 297 (0.06m²)
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HOW TO FIND US

If you arrive by plane

A taxi will take you from the airport to SAMSON in about 15 minutes. Alternatively, you can take the 
S-Bahn to Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof (central railway station). Change to Straßenbahn Linie 11 (tram 
route 11) towards Fechenheim and get off at Riederhöfe. Walk through the pedestrian subway and you 
will soon arrive at SAMSON s̀ main entrance.  

If you arrive by train

A taxi will take you from the station to SAMSON in about 20 minutes. Alternatively, you can take 
Straßenbahn Linie 11 (tram route 11) towards Fechenheim and get off at Riederhöfe. Walk through the 
pedestrian subway and you will soon arrive at SAMSON s̀ main entrance.

To get directly to SAMSON by bus, switch from the tram at Ostbahnhof station to bus line 31 (direction 
Hugo-Junkers-Straße). Exit at Weismüllerstraße West stop to get to SAMSON’s main entrance or use 
Schielestraße West stop for our entrance on Schielestraße.

If you arrive by car from either the east, south or west

Change from the A5 to the A3 in the direction of Würzburg/ Offenbach at Frankfurter Kreuz when 
coming from the south. Coming from either the west or east, you will already be driving on the A3. 
At Offenbacher Kreuz, change to the A661 in the direction of Bad Homburg. Leave A661 at the 
Frankfurt Ost (14) exit and continue towards Hanau. Turn right at the first junction and follow the 
SAMSON signs.

If you arrive by car from the North

You will be driving on the A5. Change to the A661 in the direction of Würzburg/Offenbach at Bad 
Homburger Kreuz. Leave A661 at the Frankfurt Ost (14) exit and continue towards Hanau. Turn left at the 
junction and right at the next traffic lights, then follow the SAMSON signs.

SAMSON AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Weismuellerstrasse 3 · 60314 Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
Phone: +49 69 4009-0 · Fax: +49 69 4009-1507 
E-mail: samson@samsongroup.com  
Internet: www.samsongroup.com 20
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Hauptbahnhof


